
Having clear audio in your video is more important than the quality, actually! The viewer will
watch a video with bad video quality and great clear audio over a video with great video quality
and bad audio. 

Make sure to double check your sound of any background noises as that can affect the audio
quality as well.

Purchasing a microphone with great quality will cost you a pretty penny, but it will be all worth it
in the end. 

Lighting is one of the most important steps to a great video quality. You want to figure out what
effects you are portraying in the final video for proper lighting. Avoid overhead lighting as it
gives off unflattering shadows to your subject.

For a two light setup, try to have the lights at an angle on each side of the subject to keep from
harsh lighting. For three lights, use one light as the "key" source of light on one side and the "fill"
to fill in the shadows the "key" light is making. The "back" light should be used to light the back
of the subject or the clean background to seperate the subject from the background.

If you don't have the fancy lighting set up, use natural lighting. Shooting in the morning or
everning is ideal as it doesn't give such a harsh lighting as it does at noon time.

Having a clean background behind your subject helps your video
quality look professional and has the viewer focus on the subject.

An easy way to acheive a clean background is to use solid colors. Try
to use bedsheets, a blank wall, or paper backgrounds.

CLEAN BACKGROUNDS

The rule of thirds is a principle of film composition.

Imagine the picture to the left is over your video. If there is a subject in your shot, you
don't want to have them in the middle of the shot. You should have them along one of
the lines in the grid.

This rule is not a set in stone rule. It can be broken and all depends on what your video
vision is. As you continue to learn, you will know when its best to use the rule or not.
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